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INTRODUCTION 
Most scholars are agreed that Ludwig Senfl was one of 
the very important composers of 16th century Germany, parti-
cularly in the field of the part song. Gustave Reese says 
that with Senfl the highest point in the "first flowering of 
the German polyphonic lied" was reached. Elsewhere he writes 
that Senfl and Hassler are perhaps the only German composers 
who can be ranked with the great Flemish masters of the 16th 
1 century. Theodor Kroyer, Senfl's biographer, calls him the 
most gifted and prolific composer of the German part song, 
and adds that in this genre he surpasses Finck, Stoltzer, 
Mahu, Hofhaimer, and in many ways even Isaac. 2 
In view of such extravagant testimonial, it is sur-
prising that so little has been written about the music itself. 
Relatively lonely studies of the masses and motets have appear-
ed, but almost no work has been done on the German part songs, 
an important part of his output if we are to accept the above 
statements. Hans Joachim Moser has long been a partisan of 
Senfl's part songs. He has stated his admiration in a pro-
liferation of brief articles, occasionally even undertaking 
to analyse one or two of the songs, but in general his ac-
counts are more enthusiastic than instructive. 
In 1937 the Schweizerische musikforschende Gesellschaft 
1 ReMR, pp. 708 and 687, respectively. 
2 DTB 3-2, LXXIX. 
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undertook a collected edition of S:enfl's works in cooperation 
with the Erbe deutscher Musik publications. Interrupted by 
World War II, the edition has not yet been completed. Three 
out of the four projected volumes of part songs had appeared 
by 1949, t hus making available 219 songs out of the 232 de-
finitely authenticated compositions~3 Six more are available 
elsewhere, 4 bringing the total to 225. 
Of the part songs yet to be published, then, eight are 
definitely authentic and seventeen are of doubtful origin. 
With roughly 97 percent of the authentic songs readily avail-
able, a stylistic study of them is scarcely premature, es-
pecially since the remaining eight are from a period in Senfl's 
life that is well represented in the volumes already published. 
Such a study, in view of the general enthusiasm but lack of 
precise knowledge cited above, is in fact long overdue. 
The present thesis is the result of an analysis of 
each of Senfl's part songs available at present, together with 
representative.-;examples by his contemporaries. The attempt is 
to describe in detail the style of these songs, with a view 
toward more accurately defining Senfl's position in the his-
3 Senw, vols, 2, 4, and 5. Eighteen further part 
songs, to appear in the last volume, are of questionable 
authenticity. Twenty more are known to have been lost. 
4 DDT 34, pp. 15, 142, 161 (= AC, 60), 171, 178 and 
180 (=HAM, 114; probably spurious). 
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tory of the genre and assessing his contributions to it. It 
would be presumptaous to claim definitive results in this 
uncharted area; the writer only hopes that, if nothing else, 
the thesis demonstrates the need for more work in the field. 
1 
CHAPTER I 
BACKGROUND FOR SENFL' S PART SONGS 
Ludwig Senfl appeared at a very productive period for 
the German part song. In order to understand his contribution 
better , the present chapter will make a brief. survey of the 
history of the genre up to about 1550. 
The German part song presents a strange paradox. Al-
though in its most familiar incarnation, the Lutheran chorale, 
it has become almost the symbol of Teutonic culture, yet in 
its pre-Reformati on history it is musically anything but an 
indigenous product. Until the rise of the baroque era, Ger-
man music occupied principally a peripheral position in Europe. 
Thus the part song, ever since its origins with the late Minne-
singers, absorbed stylistic influences first from France, then 
from the L01-.r Countries and Italy. Still essentially peripheral 
in the early 16th century, it as similated the musical style of 
the west and south, added its own folk song tradition, and with 
the new flourishing of German poetry, became a truly national 
art form of great vitality and significance. 
Polyphony .came late to Germany and assumed an anachron-
istic character there as compared to contemporary French music. 
Genuine .German compositions are often difficult to distinguish, 
since much French music iias translated or parodied by 14th 
century Germans. Hermann, der Hench von Salzburg, did much 
2 
of this type of work. His few polyphonic compositions are 
backward-looking rather than progressive. They consist of 
Minnelied types, adorned with polyphony of the style of 13th 
century France, including multi-textuality. 1 
Oswald von 'Vlolkenstein (c. 1377-1445), though primarily 
a monodic composer, has also left a few polyphonic pieces. 
These begin to approach the spirit of the German part song, 
but remain archaistic, often resembling M.achaut, 1.,rho died in 
the year of Oswald's birth. Ex. 1 gives his two part compo-
sition, "\vach auff, myn hort." :£.1uch of his musical activity 
consisted of setting German texts to French music, but this 
piece is probably his own. Althoug h a sturdy piece, it lacks 
the rhythmic interest and flexibility of Machaut. The musical 
features - the many parallelisms, melody in the lo11er voice 
with a more florid upper part, under-third cadence, pre-
cadent ial appoggiaturas - are not surprising . The text, doubt-
less by Oswald, is a particularly lovely one, and demonstrates 
the iambic t etrameter verse structure tl~t was to become so 
characteristic of later lieder. 
A far more progressive piece is the anonymous "Sei 
willekom!llen Herre Christ" of Ex. 2. This comes from a manu-
script of c. 1394, and thus probably antedates Oswald's com-
position by · ten years or more. It has the triple distinction 
i On the Monch, see ReMMA, p. 377f. 





8 
progressive, in fact, that it too may not have been of German 
origin. Certainly the cantus firmus in the top voice (as in 
several of the other lieder in the Trent Codices) is a western, 
not a German trait.5 
From the last half of the century three important 
part song collections survive: the Lochamer, Schedel, and 
Glogau Liederbtlcher. These manuscript song books are not de-
voted exclusively to German part songs, but include also many 
instrumental pieces, and songs with French, Flemish, and Latin 
texts. 
Ex. 4 gives the first part of "Der V'lald hat sich 
entlaubet 11 from the Lochamer Liederbuch of c.l455. It is in 
three voices with the cantua typically in the tenor; the so-
prano and contratenor have no text and are doubtless intended 
as instrumental parts. This disposition remained very popu-
lar for over half a century, resulting - even after four voices 
became the norm - in the so-called Tenorlied with instrumental 
accompanying parts. The tenor and contratenor cross fre-
quently here, and often move in parallel thirds. The soprano 
is far more an independent melody than the contratenor; in 
fact~the soprano and tenor could form an entity by themselves, 
whereas the contratenor merely fills in the harmony and has 
very little melodic function of its o~m. 
5 The twelve German part songs of the Trent Codices 
are printed in Jahrgang 7 of the Denkmaler der TonkL1nst in 
Oesterreich. 
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The Glogau Liederbuch comes slightly after the Lochamer, 
the date being set by various scholars any1vhere bet'ilveen 1460 
and 1490. 6 It is one of the early, perhaps the earliest, uses 
of part books. Ivla.ny of the lieder have no·' t .ext at all, indi-
cating instrumental performance. Others have a text in the 
middle of three voices, thus implying instrumentally accom-
panied song. Only two pieces other than the quodlibets have 
text in all voices. 
One of these with text in all parts 1s a three voice 
"Christ ist erstanden." The cant us 1s in the soprano, and 
1vhile the lowest voice is more than mere filler, it neverthe-
less 1 s definitely of less importance than the upper tuo. The 
soprano and tenor have brief canonic snatches, vThile the bass 
moves in complete indifference to the melody. Only in the 
ingenious change to triple meter for the final nalleluja u does 
the bass partake of the imitative texture (see~x. 5). 
\ 
Bar form shows up in increasing numbers in the Glogau 
Liederbuch. Out of seventy secular lieder, seventeen are in 
bar form. Ex. 6 gives the cantua of on of these, "Der voglein 
art." This piece is notevrorthy for the prophetic eopre.no-
tenor relationship. At the peak of the early 16th century 
part song it will be found that the soprano and tenor stand in 
a closer relation than any other two voices. The beginnings 
6 The entire contents printed in ED}ffi 4. 
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of this can be found in the above-mentioned "Christ 1st er-
standen11 and in "Der Voglein art. u Ex. 7 BhO\'fS hovT the t1v0 
upper voices consistently tend to move at the same time, 
vlhile the motion of the bass is reserved for moments when the. 
soprano and tenor are sustaining. 
No account of the German lied would be complete ·with-
out mention of the quodlibet, of which the Glogau Liederbuch 
has several . In this genre fragments of the texts and melo-
dies of popular songs were fitted together contrapuntally in 
most incongruous combinations, which must have been particu-
larly amusing to one 1-rho knew their s ources. The musical style 
itself was nothing extraordinary. For example, in no rosa 
bella/In feuers hi tze"7 the soprano sings the entire text and 
melody of an Italian song. The tenor has t went y-t1..;o separate 
lines f rom various popular songs with their corresponding 
melodic fragments. The bass is given the same text as the 
tenor, but not the popula.r melodies; in general~ it is more a 
harmonic supporting part~ 
Not until the second decade of the 16th century do 
any more large collections of part songs appear. When they 
do, they mark the first great period of the German lied, which 
flourished for a half-century as never before. Everything 
7 HA}1, 85; other quodlibets in EDMR 4. 
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conspired to produce this remarkable peak in German vernacular 
music: the rise of printed music made wide dissemination pos-
sible; the all-pervasive Franco-Flemish influence provided a 
p m'lerful musical stimulus; nascent Lutherani sm gave l i t ur gical 
se.nct i on to the sacred vernacul a r lied; and the nevT respect 
for the German language, a mani festation of the new national 
consci ousness as was vernacular music itself , provided corn-
posers with texts of high quality . 
The first large collecti ons s i nce the Glogau manu-
script are the publications of Erhart Oeglin (1512), Peter 
Schaf fer (1513), and Arnt von Ai ch (1519?). In the f ollowing 
decade the religious issue was the uppermost concern in Ger-
many, and sacred publications take the place of secular ones. 
The bulk of these were of course Lat i n motets, the only ex-
cepti on being Johann Walther's f amous Lutheran collection, 
the ~'li ttemberg song book. Secular collections become frequent 
again in the 1530's, the most i mportant bei ng those of Johann 
Ott (1534,1544), Heinrich Finck (posthumous, 1536), Scheffer 
and Aparius (1536), v•lolfgang Schmeltzl (prime.rily quodlibets, 
1544), and Georg Forster'·s huge collection in five v olumes 
( l539, l540, l549, and t v-ro in l556). Lutheran publications 
of the second quarter of the century are represented by the new 
editions of the Wittemberg s ong book in 1525 (only one year 
after its first appearance), 1537, 1544, and 1551; also by 
the ''Newe deudsche geistliche Gesenge ••• " (1544) of the 
13 
famous Lutheran p rinter-composer-teacher, Georg Rha\..,r. !·1usic 
printing evidently became a profitable business, and as com-
petition grew keener among publishers the titles of the part 
song collections became increasingly elaborate and enticing. 
Ott's first collection (1534) is entitled simply »121 neue 
lieder." In 1539 Forster's first volume is headed "guter alter 
und newer Teutscher liedlein. 11 For each volume thereafter 
Forst er adds an adjective or two, until the last t wo volumes 
(both in 1556) are descrived as 11 sch5ner, ~rBlicher, f~ischer, 
l:tlter vnd ne\'ler Teutscher Liedlein." 
With the rise of printing, the anonymity that en-
shrouded the earlier part s ong slips off, al'\..d we are confronted 
with a host of excellent composers. Such men as Arnoldus de 
Bruck (von Burgk ), Johann Sies, Thomas Stoltzer, Stephan JYiahu, 
Sixtus Dietrich, Balthasar Resinarius, Benedict Duels, and 
many others, are en·ough to establish this period as a great 
one fo r the German part song. Their \vork is crovmed with that 
of several real geniuses who stand among the great c omposers . 
of all Europe: Heinrich Isaac (c.l450-1517), a Netherlander 
himself, and symbolic of the Flemish influence in Germany; 
Heinrich Finck (1445-1527), whose birth in the year of Oswald 
von \'Tolkenstein 1 s death points up the great progress in the 
part s ong in approximately two generations; Paul Hofhaimer 
(1459-1537), whose few lieder are of secondary importance to 
14 
his .instrumental compositions; and Lud'tvig Senfl ( c .1486-1543), 
probably the most prolifi c of all German part song composers. 
The stylistic changes of the part song in this period 
generally follmv those of western Europe as a whole. The 
Flemish "point of imitation" techni que , i'-lith its emphasis on 
the uninterrupted flow of the voices and rhythmic fluidity 
and variety, comes to the part song, modifyine; its ori g lnal 
tendency to break off into short-vTinded phrases. A compar-
ison of Ex. 9 or 11 11i th Ex. 4 will demonstrate this difference. 
Sectionalism, however, is one of the main characteristics of 
the lied melodies that serve here as cantus firmi, and is re-
tained to a certain extent in the part songs. The bar form 
structure necessitated at least an interruption between the 
tvvo Stollen, if not between the Stollen and the Abgesang. 
In Ex. 9, for instance, the Stollen itself is not broken into 
short phrases, but a full close is reached before the second 
Stollen. It is also very common for one or two short phrases 
to be completely detached from the rest of the texture by a 
setting in familiar style framed by rests in all parts. This 
is often the first introduct or y phrase, or, in bar form, the 
first phrase of the Abgesang. The latter is the case in Ex. 
12 (measures 10-12). Several other interruptions occur in 
this piece, but the phrases are sti 11 longer than those of the 
15th century part song. 
15 
Following the general tendencies of the time, the 
norm is no,;,r four voice writlng rather than three; later it 
becomes five voices. This not only adds to the richness and 
depth of the music, but makes possible the exploitation of 
subtle texture and tone-color changes as in the beginning of 
Ex. 11, '-There the low voices (alto, tenor, and bass) are c on-
tra·sted vTith the soprano in its middle-high range. 8 Simi-
larly in Ex . 14 grief is expressed by the lovr, dark tone-
color, with the texture expanding to the highest soprano and 
lm.,est bass notes only twice at relatively climactic moments. 9 
The increas~number of voices also vastly enriches the 
interior harmonies, although initial and final chords and main 
cadences normally consist only of bare fifths and octaves (Ex. 
12). J-<::Ventually, especially '\'lith Senfl, major and even minor 
triads are freely used at beginnings and endings. Parallel 
fifths and octaves have, of course,disappeared, but Isaac, for 
one, uses frequent parallel thirds, sixths, and tenths (see 
Ex. 9; a lso Ex . 10). 
As can be seen from any number of the examples, the 
melodic lines lose some of the earlier a•.rlkvvard angularity, 
and assume a smooth, "vocal" contour. This is due again 
largely t o the Flemish style, but a voc~l ideal actu~lly be-
came explicit through Italian influence. The part books 
usually gave the complete text in the tenor (the most normal 
8 Soprano and alto tessi tura '\'las appreciably lower then 
than it is today, due to the use of male altos and boy sopranos. 
9 The unusual repetition of the last phrase of this 
lied is written out in the source. 
16 
cantua firmus voice) with only an incipit in the other parts 
for identification, thus implyin~ instrumentally accompanied . 
song. Nevertheless, a purely vocal rendition was not ruled 
out, as when the text was given to the accompanying parts at 
the foot of the page, though with no indication as to how it 
fit the music. 10 . In 1531, however, Italian frottola pub-
lications began underlaying the text in all parts, thus ex-
plicitly indicating vocal ~erformance. In 1536 German publi-
11 
cations began to follow suit. Their first ste.p \>Tas simply 
to add the text to the accompanying voices of previously com-
posed part songs, which often. resulted in a distortion of text 
or music or both. Finck's lieder v1ere posthumously published 
in this way. Ex. 10 -s-hovlS the diffict.tlty of trying to add a 
text to the essentially instrumental conception of soprano, 
alto, and bass parts of some of his part songs. The fact that 
Finck's chains of eighth-notes are smooth and singable, how-
ever, is symptomatic, and many of Senfl's later lieder are 
clearly conceived as vocal compositions. 
Though the importance of the tenor as the cantua 
firmus voice never died out, the melody is gradually freed 
f rom the tenor. It is found at times in the bass, and very 
frequently in the soprano. Cantua in the alto is much rarer, 
10 EVidently it was up to the individual singer or 
perhaps the Kapell~eister, to textualize the accompanying parts. 
This is not surprising 11hen ive recall that in many manuscripts 
of the period the exact correlation of text syllables and music, 
even where the text is underlaid in the music, is difficult, 
and sometimes impossible, to determine. 
11 See RosF, 34 ff. 
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this being the last voice to be "civilized." For a long time 
the alto retained its old contratenor character, used to fill 
in the gaps in the harmony. 12 Thus its melodic line tends to 
be more angular and full of awkwaro skips: in a 'tvorkl, more 
like instrumental writing. The alto of Ex. 11 shows some of 
these qualities, besides exhibiting the wide range character-
istic of many of these parts. 
With the growth of technique, contrapuntal devi ces 
be·come more frequent, although the part song still remains 
contrapuntally freer than contemporary sacred music. Canons, 
when they occur, tend often to shift rhythmic and melodic 
intervals throughout their course, A characteristic treat-
ment at the beginning of a part song is the anticipation, often 
in diminution, of the cantua by each accompanying voice, much 
in the manner of the north German baroque organ chora l 'e s . 
However, this is almost never applied consistently to each 
line of the cantua. Instead~ several short-winded motives of 
three or four notes are often dra1m from the cantua and ex-
plaited in the accompanying voices. Ex. 11 shows a very nor-
mal use of imitation (bracketed · in the example) in a song of 
the time; the general output tends to be less, not more, 
imitative than Ex. 11. 
The great flourishing of the part song inevitably 
12 I n the Ott publication of 1534 the alto part book 
is even designat.ed as 11Gontratenor, n according to SenW 4, 
141. 
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involved the establishment of certain formulae. The Hoflied 
texts, in particular, soon became stereotyped into a bar form 
consisting of eight iambic tetrameter lines. For illustration 
one such text is scanned below: 
I I , I 
.... v v .., 
"' 
v v 
Stollen I la Erst 1st benuegt das Herze me in, 
' 
I I I 
.... .... 
v 
"" 
v v ~ 
2b dieweil ich spur der liebsten Gunst; 
I ..., l I 
' v 
" 
.., 
<J u v 
Stollen II 3a macht mich nit mehr so traurig sein, 
f 
.!. I r .... ... .., 
"" 
.-r ... ~ 
4b als da ich meint', es war umbsunst. 
I I 
... 
.., 
.... 
Abgesang 5c Drumb jetz will ich 
' I 
"" v 4# v 
c erfreuen mich 
' I ~ u ...,J v ""' 
6d und allzeit ihr erzeigen. 
t I 
w '-.J u '-' 
7e \vas sie begehrt 
' ( 
v u tJ v 
von mir wird's gwahrt: e 
I f I 
v v v w 'V -v 
8d Das schafft ihr freundlich Neigen. 
The fo ur short lines, combining into two long ones to pre-
serve the metrical structure, is a very common feature. The 
melisma on the penu:ltimate accent, mentioned above in connec-
tion vlith Ex. 3, is now the r ule, especially when a spondee 
takes the place of an iambic foot as in lines 6 and 8 above. 
The stereotyped text structure, however, made metrical 
~ovelties all the more prized. Exx. 9, 11, 12, and 14 all 
show a deliberate departure from the stereotype. A partial 
scansion of Ex. 9 follows: 
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I I 
~ v v 
Stollen I la 0 weiblich arl, 
I 
..... 
a hart 
I I 
v ~ ~ ~ 
2b trubstu me in hertz, 
I 
..... 
b schertz 
I I 
v u v v 
3c hat nimmer stat. 
I 
c Dret 
I I I I 
~ v ~ v ~ u v v 
~ hastu vergessen deiner wort. 
This interesting scheme reminds one of another, more familiar 
period of metrical experimentation - English poetry at the 
turn of the 16th century. w. H. Auden, referring to the Eliz-
abethan lute song, has said: 13 
The normal conventions of spoken English verse make small 
provision for monosyllabic feet or for the spondee, and 
frown on changes of metrical base within a stanza. In 
these songs we find such things constantly ••• Such lines 
have indeed ••• their own vocal music, but their authors 
would not have found it, had they not been writ i ng songs. 
This applies equally well to the German part song. In fact, 
the close relation of music and poetry is as much an out-
standing characteristic of these songs as it is of the Minne-
lied or the Romantic lyric. What is perhaps surprising is 
the high quality of the many texts written by these l6th cen-
tury composers themselves. 
Not directly related to the German part song , but of 
13 w. H. Auden, Noah Greenberg, and Chester Kallman 
(eds.), An Elizabethan Song Book, New York, 1955, p. xv. 
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considerable importance in its ubsequent development, are 
the metrical odes on classical poetry - in the so-called 
Odenstil . - that first became current in the early 16th cen-
tury. Conrad Celtes, the great German hwnanist, became inter-
ested in the music of antiquity, and set some Horatian odes 
for solo voice and stringed instrument, adherin5 strictly to 
the principle of a breve for each long syllable and a semi-
breve for each short syllable, His pupil, Peter Tritonius, 
went one step further, publishing a number of odes in the 
same manner but for four voices. Th s oon interested other 
composers, notably Hofhaimep and Senfl. Ex. 8 gives three 
different settings of the same ode from Horace by these three 
men . Senfl, who had been urged into this project by members 
of Tritonius' ctrcle, used his predecessor's tenors in his 
setting , transposing them up an octtve for the second soprano 
part. Although Senfl succeeded in infusing the odes with 
much more harmonic interest, Hot haimer was by far the most 
successful of the three, disregarding Tritonius' rather stodgy 
melodies and turning to the ionian mode. 
/ These experiments, antedating the French vera mesures 
settings by hal:f a century or more, constituf:.e the exact anti-
thesis of Franco~Flemish counterpoint. The emphasis here is 
not on ~lowing melodic line, but on a progression of harmon-
ically conceived block chords. Even if a piece in the familiar 
style, such as Ex. 14, were t~anscribed into the rigid rhythms 
21 
of the Odenstil it would betray much more linear thinking than 
' 
any of the sections of Ex. i. Conversely, Hofhaimer's soprano 
' 
melody, the best of' the three, is remarkably poor '\<Then di-
vorced from its harmonic context; this is true of each of his 
voice parts. 
After it passed the experimental stage, the Odenstil 
became a stock pedagogical device for teaching Latin in German 
schools of the 16th century. Although it produced nothi ng of 
artistic significance itself, this style is important as a 
symptom of the harmonic revolution soon to come. When this 
technique of homophonic syllabic settings with the cantua in the 
upper voice, plus this new feeling for harmony, was combi ned 
with the folk song and its native tendency toward major-minor 
relationships, it produced spectacular results in Senfl's later 
part songs. It was also a part of the musical complex that 
culminated in the classical form of the Lutheran chorale at 
the end of the century. 
Lutheranism built its new vernacular 11 turgy on the 
old part song tradition. r1any old lieder, such as .. Christ 
1st erstandehn, were utilized. New translations and adapt1ons 
1"'ere made, as is the case with Isaac's famous ninnsbruck, ich 
muss dich lassen", vthich became "o \'felt, ich muss dich lassenn 
and eventually "Nun ruhen alle Waldern. The entirely nei.Y com-
22 
positions, like "Ein feste Burg", are also derived from the 
part song tradition, using melodic phrases that are a part 
of the common musical currency of the time. ~~ny of these 
new compositions are in bar form. 
Eventually the Lutheran chorale comblned with the 
syllabic Odenstil, putting the cantus in the top voice and 
inserting a caesura at the end of each phrase. This did not 
occur until the end of the century, but Ex. 15 gives an 
earlier setting which tentatively but clearly anticipates this 
development. A comparison with Ex. 14 will show its definite 
orientation i'lithin the tradition of the German part song . 
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CHAPTER II 
SENFL'S LIFE 
Very little is known about Senfl's life, as is the 
case with many other 16th century composers. Theodor Kroyer 
has written the most complete biography of Senfl,1 to 1-1hich 
reference will constantly be made throughout this chapter. 
In the fifty years since that article first appeared, many 
additional bits of information have turned up, some providing 
new interpretati ons but many only confirming the conjectures 
of that excellent scholar. In conjunction \vith Kroyer's work, 
Adolf Thurlinga did exhaustive research on Senfl's birthplace 
and ancestry, without, however, definitive results. 
One of the earliest contemporary references to his 
birthplace is a cryptic comment by Konrad Peutinger in a 
testimonial to a publication of 1520 which Senfl had edi ted. 
Eitner interprets this as Baselaugst near Ba~el; Thurlings 
claims it means Basel itself. 2 A decade later Si mon Miner-
vi us recalls Peter Tri toni us' earlier reference to '•Ludo-
vicum meum Senflium Basiliensem quem vulgo Helvetium.u3 
r-Unervius, a close friend of Senfl, is a trustw·orthy source. 
Had he known Tritonius' earlier statement to be in error, he 
probably would have mentioned that fact. On the other hand, 
if Senfl had been born in Basel, 1t would have been before 
1 DTB 3-2, XXVII-XCI 
2 PubAPTM, 4; DTB 3-2, XVI 
3 Ibid., XVII 
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that city joined the S\-liss Confederacy. Hence he 1.nrould have 
had very little claim on Swiss nationality, on which point 
all the sources are in agreement.4 
Several other references, including Glareanu.s and 
Fridolin Sicher, who was a pupil of a personal friend of 
Senfl's, claim him as a native of Zurich. Thurlings finds 
that in 1488 a Bernhard Senfly or Sanffly was granted Zurich 
citizenship. Bernhard is described as a singer and motet-
t1st formerly of Freiburg in Breisgau. There are no records 
at Freiburg of either Bernhard or anyone even approximating 
the name Senfl until late in the 16th century. Nevertheless, 
Bernhard Senfly is a likely candidate for Senfl's father.5 
Kroyer and Thurlings both estimate the date of Senfl's 
birth as c. 1486, though on the qasis of Tritonius' acquain:.. 
tance '"i th the young Senfl in 1507, Thurlings says that his 
birthdate could be as late as 1493. In a letter unknown to 
either scholar, 6 \'ie discover that Senfl was in the service 
of Maximilian I, no doubt as a boy singer, in 1496. Since 
choirboys were expected to know Latin (the study of this 
language "V/a.s started very young) , 7 Senfl must have been at 
least eight years old in 1496. More likely he was ten or 
older, thus dating his birth around 1486. This fits 1..;-ell with 
other dates in his life: he would have kno'lln Tritonius when 
4 See DTB 3-2, XVIIf. 
5 Ibid .• , XVIII ff. 
6 Printed in KocA, 539 
7 See Sterru~, 110 
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he v1as 21, succeeded Isaac betv1een the ages of 29 and 31, and 
died between his fifty-fifth and seventieth years. 
Therefore, if we accept Bernhard Senfly as his father, 
Senfl must have been born in Frei burg or s orne nearby tm-m, 
later becoming a naturalized citizen of Zurich. Thurlings 
even suggests that the family might have left Freiburg to live 
in Basel for a time, vvhere Lud1'1ig was born, before mo'tr' i 'hg on 
to Zurich. This would explain the conflicting contemporary 
references t o his native city, by making him in effect a native 
o f both. 
One of the most unusual sources for Senfl's early life 
is the autobiographical poem he himself wrote and set to music, 
"Lust hab ich ghabt zuer Musica. uB According to this, from 
his youth on he was under the spell of music. At ··first he was 
self-taught, but he must have been talented and industrious, 
for he began studying very earl~r w1 th Heinrich Isaac, the great 
Flemish master. The fact that he studied 1-ri th such a re)tno".med 
teacher shovrs that he must have exhibited considerable talent 
at an early age. No doubt upon his entrance into the Hof-
kape11e of' 1-iaximilian I in 1496, Isaac, who also served 1via.xi-
·mi1lian as Hofk:omponist, recognized Senfl' s talent and gave 
him special attention. 
Senfl copied many of Isaac's works, thus acquainting 
himself with the principles of mus1 cal composition in the 
8 Sen'i 2, 56. It contains LD1JV'JIG S as an acrostic. 
~ :·-·· 
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normal pedagogical manner of the time. He must have also 
continued with his general education, and was probably a good 
student, as his later knmdedge of Latin and of writing poetry 
s hmvs. 
Isaac was not bound to ~~ximilian's court, but as the 
court composer had opportunity to travel. He even fulfilled 
some diplomatic assigments for Maximilian. He traveled all 
over southern Germany and Italy, .and as a result his instruc-
tion of Senfl must have been somei-That cursory, except in the 
years 1497 to 1502 when he stayed at the court for an extended 
period. 'Vl hile he \vas away, hmvever, Senfl \vas :not idle. He 
filled Isaac's duties other than composing, 11'fhich probably 
included a certain amount of minor administration and rehear-
sing of the choir. Doubtless he was doing considerable com-
posing of his own) too. Isaac was prenaring Senfl to succeed 
him in the imperial position. 
Isaac died in 1517 in Florence. An imperial document 
of 1515 grants him 150 gulden annually for the rest of his 
life, which Eitner and Kroyer interpret as his pension after 
resigning from the post. In that case, Senfl became Hofkom-
ponist in 1515, although the position may have been only 
p rovisionary until 1517, the date of Isaac's death. The fact 
that Isaac left nothing for Senfl in his will has been (uncon-
vincingly} adduced as evidence that Senfl already had a well-
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paying appointment at the time.9 
This first important position did not last long, for 
in 1519 Maximilian died. He had been a great art patron, in-
terested in :painting and literature, and employing such impor-
tant musicians as Hofhaimer, Isaac and Senfl. He was not a 
mere dilletante, but a cultured and intelligent man. Now·, 
with a well-placed bribe or two, his grandson, Charles V of 
the Spanish branch of the Habsburgs, was elected Kaiser, and 
suddenly became the most po1-ver:ful monarch in Europe. Charles' 
absenteeism was not good for Germany, soon to be the scene of 
religious strife and political instabilit~, but Lutheranism, 
humanism, and the ne1-1 respect for the German language lifted 
the art~ and letters of this period to great heights. Gr~ne­
wald, Cranach, and Durer were the great artists of the time; 
Hofhaimer, Lasso, and of course Senfl were the great musicians. 
The custom of the time was to dissolve the Hofkapelle 
a:fter an emperor's death, whereupon his successor 1.vould re-
build it. Charles did:tn~t reemploy any of the old members, 
hmvever. Senfl was given 50 gulden and a promise of an annual 
pension o~ 150 gulden. He was never able to collect the pension. 
A plaintive letter to Ferdinand (who ruled during Charles' 
absences) survives, in which Senfl and Caspar Byrckherr, a 
9 See DTB 3-2, XXXI ff. 
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"Bassistu of the choir, petition for their due ~llotments. 
• . . : r 
The letter is dated 1530: there are reco~s of two more peti-
tions in 1535 and 1538, but no indication that they were ever 
granted. 10 
At this point we lose track of Senfl for several years. 
lt was evidently not an ea.sy time for any of Maxirnilia.:ri 1 s old 
musicians. Hofhaimer had difficulty finding new employment, 
b ut finally was granted good pensions for the rest of his life 
. from the emperor and from his ne,.., employer, the Archbishop of 
Salzburg. In a letter he thanks God that he will never again 
have to roam like a gTpsy. 
In 1520 a motet collection appeared, edited by Senfl: 
"Liber selectarum cantionwn ••• u, published by Sigismund Grimm 
and ~~reus Wirsung, both Augsburgers. Thurlings f inds no re-
cords of Senfl actually bein~ in Augsburg at that time11 , so 
it is possible that he had been \'larking on the collection for 
some years previous, only finishing it in 1520. The collection 
'\i'as dedice.ted to the Archbishop of Salzburg, \'lfhich may have 
been an attempt to find employment for Senfl. His friend, 
Hofhaimer, who was employed by the Archbishop in 1524, may 
have come there as early as 1520 and suggested that Sen:fl apply 
for a post. If this v,ras Senfl's intention, it "ras. Lmsuccessful. 
\·Jolfgang Schmid: argues that Senfl vtas active in Passau 
10 See KocA, 537 ff. 
11 DTB 3-2, XVI 
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between 1520 and 1523, the date of his next definite position. 
We have definite 1cnowledge that by 1530 Senfl was married to the 
daughter of a wealthy and influential Passau official, Ambros 
Neuburger. Schmid claims this occurred during the three years 
in question (Moser12 even suggests that it was a double wedding 
with Hofhaimer, who also married a Passau girl), and that 
since an unemployed, itinerant musician could scarcely have 
married into such good connections, Senfl must have had an 
important post with Duke Ernst, the Bischofsadministrator of 
Passau and brother to the Duke of Ba.varia. 13 
This hypothesis is quite faulty. The favored pupil 
of one of the most eminent musicians in Germany, former court 
composer to the emperor, and editor of a published music 
collection~is scarcely in the category of an unemployed, itin-
erant musician. Although Senfl was far from the peak of his 
fame, his presti ge would have very likely been sufficient for 
the Neuburger family. 14 It is very possible that he was in 
Passau at one time or another during these years, p erhaps in 
the company of Hofhaimer. But the above-mentioned petition 
of 1530 denies the possibility of his being employed there, 
stating that both Senfl and Bryckherr waited "bias in das viert 
Jar" (i.e., until 1523) for reinstatement in the imperial 
12 MosA, 532 
13 See SchP, 291 
14 In the preface to the 1520 collection Grimm and ".~irsung call him the "erudite and expert 11v1usicus l, Senfl. tt 
Peutinger in his Schlusswort (see p. , supra) is equally 
com-plimentary. 
• 
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service, vTithout taking any other position. Thus his activities 
between 1520 and 1523 remain a mystery. 
In 1523 Senfl is finally employed, this time at Hunich 
by ~Vilhelm IV, Duke of Bavaria, a patron of the arts and a 
music-loving prince. No records remain of his precise duties, 
and his cryptic title is nlvlusicus intonator. •• The most likely 
explanation, as Kroyer suggests15 , is "musicus": composer, as 
opposed to singer; plus "intonator" = the Kapellmeister (who 
gives the pitch to the choir). 
Later he is referred to as "Musicus primarius", i.e.,. 
first composer, implying that there were others. Lucas 'i:fagen-
rieder, Senfl's copyist duri~~ the days with ~~ximilian, came 
to M:unich by 1534. He and 3enfl now begin to refer to each 
other in letters as 11 gesellenn, or colleagues, so perhaps 
\ilfagenrieder l•ras also composing and Senfl's new title is to 
distinguish between them. The young Lud1.vig Daser, le.ter to 
become Senfl's successor, was also a member ·of the choir at 
this time~ and may have begun to comp ose. 
The Munich Hofkapelle i'las not at any great heights 
when Senfl a.rrived. His most illustrious predecessor had been 
Konrad Paumann, who died in 1473. On Senfl's arrival many 
clerks vrere doing d ouble duty as musicians. It is believed 
15 DTB 3-2, XLVI 
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that Senfl reorganized the group along the lines of the im-
perial choir, i.e. with professional musicians. At any rate, 
it soon became famous enough to rival the best Hofkapellen in 
Germany. .A budget from the 1540's sho'\tlS a large group \vi th-
out giving specific figures. A. comment in the ducal records 
indicates that it was then larger than that of 1572, which 
16 included sixteen s:tngers and nineteen instrumentalists • 
.As noted above, Senfl in 1530 is related by marriage 
to the Neuburger family of Passau. In 1533 he i s referred to 
as brother-in-lav.f of a Iv1unich apothecary named Baumann (it 
seems their w·i ves \-Je re sisters). Since we knoN the husbe.nds 
of all the Neuburger daughters, either one of them had a second 
husband (Baumann) or Senfl had a second l'l'"ife . Schmid favors 
the f ormer c onclusion for no apparent reas on, a lthough the 
coincidence of Senfl and Baumann in Hunich tends rather to 
support the latter. 17 
A chance reference in a letter shows that he had a 
d aughter in 1537. There is no record of other children) if 
any existed. Ott's Liederbuch of 1544 includes two lieder 
by Senfl i n praise of marriage and married happiness, 1·1i th 
texts most likely by Sen:rl himself. They both mention "Jacobe", 
which could have been his wife's name (or his sec ond wire's, 
16 See DTB 3-2, XLIV 
. 17 See SchP, 291. MosT refers to Senfl's w:tdow as 
"die Passauerinn, but the ste.tement is undocumented , and the 
phrase ology p robably indicates that Moser was una,.rare that 
Senfl might have had a second wife. 
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if there were two); but as Kroyer notes, the Duchess of Ba-
varia had the same name, so these \'lere more likely composed 
18 for Wilhelm. 
Senfl 1 s fame grew all the time he I.Yas at ~-1unich. He 
composed industriously and formed many important connections. 
In t,.,ro of his letters to Albrecht of Prussia, one ·of his patrons, 
he ways that he is so busy that he cannot fulfill all his com-
missions and commitments. His music ..,.ras widely soug ht, and 
widely dissemine.ted all over Germany and into Poland, Italy, 
and even Scandinavia. 
A letter of 1540 to Albrecht indicates that Senfl \.Yas 
st:tll alive in that year. Only in 1556 does Georg Forster 
briefly refer to him as "sel:tger", i.e. deceased. The absence 
of any reference to one of the most famous composers of Ger-
many for sixteen years, has baffled many scholars and led to 
many extravagant hypotheses. Kroyer quietly solved the prob-
lem in 1935.19 Dr. Friedrich Hornschuch, d oing some research 
on Mi nervius, discovered the exact locatio~ of the ne ighboring 
houses belonging to Minervius and Senfl. Senfl owned tne · house 
~rom 1529 until December 2, 1542. On August 10, 1543, his 
18 DTB 3-2, LXVIII 
19 In a communication to Moser. The data are given 
in MosT. Buried as it was in the back pages of a Zeitschri~t 
fur I•fusik,.,issenschaf't, this information has escaped the notice 
of modern biographers and encyclopedists. Only Geering in 
( Senvl 5, V) makes an undocumented reference to the newly estab-
lished date of .Senfl's death. 
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·vvife is listed as the owner. Such an entry normally means, 
according to Hornschuch, that the husband has died between the 
two dates. 
A part of the mystery still rel11ains: the curious 
unanimous silence about his death on the part of his friends, 
colleagues, employees and patrons. One is tempted to postu-
late a long illness, or possibly political difficulties, even 
persecution, because of Senfl's Protestant leanings, which 
ca.n scarcely have endeared him to the Catholic court of Hunich. 
The religious strife in Bavaria '\1as particularly bitter, and 
there is good reason to believe that Senfl lost at least one 
friend in this dissension. 20 Possibly his involvement as 
21 plaintiff in a libel suit in 1535 bears some relation to this. 
Kroyer has pointed out the increasingly morbid tone 
of the later lieder, and the occasional bitter references to 
22 
court life. One song even claims that court service is 
worse than the most severe religious or military order, and 
that one is never free from misfortune or personal danger. 
This may have been for the benefit of Albrecht of Prussia, the 
former g rand master of the Teutonic Knights. Another part song 
has no text, but is entitled .. Albrecht mir 1st schwer und 
20 See below, p. ~lt 
21 See MosA, 533 
22 DTB 3-2, LXIV. The attribution of autobiographical 
references and personal views to Senfl's part songs is not 
extravagant if the reader will recall that Senfl was a poet of 
sorts, who wrote many of his own texts. nLust hab ich ghabt 
zuer Musicatt (see above) is. of course) explicitly autobiogra-
phical. Even if he had not 'l>~ritten all of these texts, he 
chose to set them to music, which might be indicative of a 
certain state of mind. 
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gross laid gschen," and f,/Ioser suggests that this might be an 
. . 23 
appeal to Albrecht for help. 
These strange circumstances remain to be explained, 
but, persecution or no, we can safely assume that Senfl died 
at Munich in the first half of the year 1543. 
Acclaim for Senf"l was almost universal in the 16th 
century. He was sought by princes, and honored by the people. 
His part songs were sung all over Germany, and his sacred 
music was everywhere admired. Johann Ott, the Nurnberg pub-
lisher, ranks him with Joaquin and Isaac, and says that he 
fulfills in music what Plato wanted. Others were equally ef-
fusive; Hofhaimer, Luther, Seidl, Formschneider, Glareanus, 
and many others praised and prized his music. As late as 1596 
Senfl's works are still being cited as theoretical models, and 
tablature arrangements of his lieder continue throug hout the 
16th century. Friedrich Hagenauer, the famous medal-maker, did 
24 three separate honorary medals of Senfl. 
Peter Tritonius, the great German humanist, was a good 
friend of Isaac's, and was often at the imperial court between 
1497 and 1515. Here he became acquainted with Senfl and his 
music, and reports it glowingly in a letter to Minervius. 
23 MosA, 533. 
24 They are given as the Frontispiece to DTB 3-2. 
Moser (MosA, 531) claims to have discovered miniature portraits 
of Senfl and Isaac on the organ case of St. Anne's in Augsburg. 
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~ttnervius (Simon Schaidenreisser) was Tritonius' 
successor as the Munich "Kammerschreiber", and was there dur-
ing Senfl's service with Duke Wilhelm. A man of letters, and 
a trained musician, ~nervius was the first translator of the 
Odyssey into German. Common interests and admiration drew 
25 him to Senfl, of whom he became very fond. Tritonius, in 
his first mention of Senfl to Minervius, also expresses dis-
appointment over his own musical settings of a number of Hora-
tian odes in the metrical Odenstil that he originated. Thus 
it may have been Tliinervius who suggested that Senfl rehar-
monize Tri toni us' tenors, vlhich Senfl did in a collection 
published in 1534. Strunk doubts that he would have cared to 
use this medium had he not been bound by friendship to these 
26 leading humanists, but this is to misconstrue the case. 
Senfl 1.1as an intelligent, cultured Renaissance man; and on 
the i'rave of humanism that \.<las S\'leeping Germany, he no doubt 
became interested in the music of antiquity. The fact that 
Senfl took the pains to edit and publish Hofhaimer's odes in 
1539, adding twelve of his ol'ln, indicates a genuine interest 
in this experiment. 
Also at the· Munich court during Senfl' s servl.ce ,..,as 
25 CleB prints five letters, three summaries of lost 
letters, and one poem from the correspondence between Min-
ervius and Hieronymus .9aumgartner (see below), all relating 
to Senfl. Kroyer (DTB 3-2, LI - LXVII) gives an extended 
discussion of Senfl's letters and related correspondence. 
26 StrunkV, 489. 
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\'lolfgang Seidl (Sed eli us}. Grimly anti-Lutheran, Seidl was 
a learned man and a poet: Senfl set some of his Latin poems 
to music. In 1530 Seidl wrote a lengthy . ( 118 four-line strophes) 
poem "In laudem Ludouici Senefl Heluecij"27 , in \-Thich he prais-
es Senfl almost to the point of being ridiculous. Hymns in 
praise of 11musicau are not too rare in this period, but such 
lengthy praise of a single c omp oser is definitely unusual , 
and the extravagant ivords and images a·how that his attitude 
t ov1ard. Senfl must have been complete adulation. His deity 
soon fell, thoug h. 1530 is the date of Luther's f amous letter 
to Senfl. Seidl was a bitter opponent of Luther, and he was 
not a tolerant man : a f riend of Lutheranism \<>las for that very 
reason e. foe of Seidl. After 1530, Senfl is never again men-
tioned in Seidl's voluminous writings . Although he wrote 
e ulogies and epitap hs for others in his circle, he d id not do 
so for Senf l, who died .Une:be~V!Years before · Seidl. His deliber-
ate silence can only be due to Senfl ' s relationship vlith 
· Luther. 28 
Luther and Senfl probably met 1vhile Senfl was · in the 
service of Maximilian. The t~vo ivere about the same age. The 
only correspondence between them that has survived is a letter 
from Luther, dated 1530,29 but the familiarity hE;ll;:'e.sh,o;vTs that 
•; :. ' ·,! :i ,I' • -
27 
28 
29 
translation 
Printed in DTB 3-2, CII - CVI. 
See DTB 3-2, XLVIII - LI. 
Printed in BecD, 58; DTB 3-2, CVI f. English 
in BusL, 83 f. 
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there must have been other communications. Luther asks for 
a setting of Psalm 4, 1x, ''In pace in idipsum:", to comfort 
him before death, because ''I hope that the end of my life is 
near, for the world hates me and does not care to tolerate me 
any longer. 11 (Luther 11 veJ for another sixteen years.) .Senfl 
sent him not only "In pace", but also a setting of Psalm 118 
(117), xvii, "Non moriar, sed vivam" (I sl1all not die, but 
live, and declare the works of the Lord). 30 
In this letter Luther expresses fear over the safety 
of their correspondence; a well-justitied fear, if Seidl's 
sudden lapse has been interpreted correctly. The letter was 
delivered by an intermediary, Hieronymus Baumgartner, an in-
fluential Nurnberger of the same family that patronized Durer. 
Baumgartner was a friend of both Minervius and Seidl (!),and 
\'las related by marriage to another patron of Senfl' s, Bartho-
lomaus Schrenck of Munich. 
It was probably through Luther himself that Senfl 
established relations with Albrecht of Prussia (1490-1568). 
Albrecht had been Grand Master of the Teutonic Knights until 
converted to Protestantism by Luther, vlhereupon he became 
secular Duke of Prussia under the King of Poland. He patron-
ized many literary men, established the ducal library, and 
later founded the university at Konigsberg. Stoltzer, Rauch, 
30 Cf. DTB 3-2, · LII, where Kroyer argues that "Non 
moriar" \'las sent in response to an earlier request. 
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KugeJ~mann, and Walther all composed r .or him. 
There is evidence that Senfl '"~as commissioned by 
31 
Albrecht as early as 1526. Albrecht was apparently impressed 
with the results, for in the 1530's he sent many melodies to 
be set, and was extremely generous tov1a:rd Senfl. This cor-
respondence breaks off abruptly in 1540 when Albrecht's last 
letter, asking for more music, was never answered. This is 
another of the baffling ctrcurnstances surrounding Senfl 1 s 
last years, for his relations "i'fith Albrecht had al1-rays been 
excellent, and he 'i'lould not deliberately sever co1mections 
with such an ~ppreciative and generous patron.32 
Senfl was a very industrious and prolific composer. 
His output includes perhaps one hundred Latin motets of all 
descriptions, eight ~fugnificats, seven masses, and the metrical 
odes. In addit:ton he completed Hofhaimer's collection of odes, 
and Isaac's great liturgical work, the Choralis Constantinus. 
Only in the part songs did he dispense lvi th the Latin text, 
and these constitute the largest single segment of his output. 
Approximately two hundred and fifty survive; they are the sub-
ject of the succeeding chapters. 
31 See DTB 3-2, LVIII. 'Five letters between Senfl 
and Albrecht are printed ibid., CVII f.; four of them are in 
FurstL. - · · 
32 The possibility that Senfl'a relationship with 
Albrecht '\'Tas frolmed upon by the :Munich court must not be 
ruled out. Albrecht had betrayed the Pope by his seculariza-
tion of Prussia and his conversion to Lytheranism, and had 
been under the (unenforced) ban of the empire since 1532. 
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CHAPTER III 
SENFL 1 S SECULAR PART SONGS 
Senfl's output of part songs is both vast and diversi-
fied. The tremendous variety of subject matter, style and 
approach reminds one of Schubert. No two songs are the same, 
yet this very diversity is one of the basic elements of Senfl's 
personal style. To bring an orderly discussion out of this 
chaos it is necessary to hi'l\.'ke some rather arbitrary distinc-
tions, with the aim of establishing several points of refer-
ence fro~ which to explore the area. Then individual songs 
can be seen as departing from one category or another, and to 
a greater or lesser extent. Actually very few of the part 
songs will fit comfortably into any one of the categories we 
shall establish. 
The distinction made here between sacred and secular 
part songs is a fairly natural one, and, although primarily 
based on subject matter, can be upheld on stylistic grounds, 
as will be seen later. Cutting across this line of division, 
and dividing each of these groups into two further categories, 
is the distinction between polyphonic and homophonic comp osi-
tions.. Since the music of this period never completely dis-
regards either the vertical or the horizontal aspects of com-
position, no firm line can be drawn between these two, and 
polyphony and homophony are to be thought of not as indepen-
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dent and isolated styles, but rather as two points on ,a broad 
continuum. The vast bulk of Senfl's part · songs lie toward the 
polyphonic end of the scale, and that is where we shall begin. 
Among the polyphonic part songs there are two diametri-
e.xtrev;,es 
cally opposedf, or "poles" of style, which we shall designate 
as the "accompanied styl.e" and·. the "mot·et style". These are 
no:t categories, nor do ·they indicate two separate and distinct 
t ype.s of. songs, Rather they designate terminal points on t he 
specific a~' polyphonic -continuum .- mere terms of reference 
designa ting._ t wo styles t nose · music al realizations i n the part 
s ong : exis t~ @nly in theory. They are to be thought . of not a s 
types , but · as tendencies of those part songs t hat .. approach 
one pole or the other. 
The accompanied .style, which -might also be called the 
non-imi tative . style, derives from the ba sic fact of the cantus 
as the distinguishing characteristic of the part song. The 
cantus is given to one voice, usually the tenor, while the 
other voices envelop and: accompany it .in a polyphonic (for 
our purposes;· a non-imi ta.tive) web. Ex. 1, 11 Ein Jungfrau mir 
gefall~n tat," is a part song almost ent:i,.rely in the accompan-
ied style. It is thoroughly contrapuntal, with the linear as-
pect of t he voj_ces taking precedence over harmonic considera.:. 
tions, and yet there is very little imitation of the cantus. 
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Some imitation is present, certainly, since Senfl ne-
ver wrote a polyphonic piece without at least a passing use 
of some contrapuntal device. In our example, the first three 
notes in all voices, followed each time by upward motion, 
constitute a deliberate reference to the cantus firmus. The 
soprano follows the contour of the tenor for the entire first 
phrase, skipping up the fifth, up the third to fll, and finally 
coming to rest on d11 • Similarly in the Abgesang the soprano 
(ross. 10-15) makes veiled references to three separate tenor 
lines, and toward the end of the piece (mss. 21-23) reproduces 
very closely the final cantus phrase~ Except for these few 
passages, however, the voices are independent of cantus mater-
ial. Each has its ovm melodic intezgrity, and in the aggre-
gate they literally "accompany" the tenor melody, which assum-
es a slight prominence by using longer note values and by . 
marking off c onsecutive lines with rests. 
At the opposite pole from the accompanied style lies 
what I have chosen to call the motet style, since it closely 
resembles the c ontrapuntal procedures of many motets of the 
period, including S.enfl' s own. In this style each voice 
anticipates and/or imitates each phrase of the cantus, often 
in diminution. The sectional nature of these German cantus 
firmi was readily adaptible to this npoint of imitation" tech-
nique, but the characteristic brevity and compactness of the 
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part song genre were not. For any very thorough polyphonic 
development of each phrase, it would have been necessary to 
·extend t he part song to perhaps twice its customary length, 
whereupon it would have .disintegrated into discontinuous, 
short-winded episodes, due to its basic sectionality. l An 
extended point-of-imitation technique demands greater simi-
larity between. successive themes than the part song offered. 
Hence Senfl is one of the few to · apply the motet style to 
this essentially concise genre, and even in his works extreme 
cases occur only very infrequently. 
Ex. 2 shows Senfl's use of this style. He uses the 
principle of anticipation very consistently, but manages to 
retain the brevity and directness of the part song. This is 
achieved in part by a careful selection of the cantus. For 
instance, four of the short lines of the Abgesang make use of 
melodic sequence ("nichts anders mehr:/Kunst, Lob und Ehr' 11 
and later, 11 Ist dein' Natur/ all' Kreatur"). This is not only 
a cohesive factor for both melody and polyphonic setting, 
especially in the latter of the two (ross. 25-31), but also 
allows a much more intensive c ontrapuntal development of each 
of the recurring phrases. To the listening ear, the tenor 
itself seems to drop its cantus firmus function and partake 
of the imitation . It is significant that the only two phrases 
1 Certain of Heinrich Finck's part songs tend to 
lapse into discontinuity, not from application of the motet 
style, but from sheer long-windedness. 
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not anticipated by all voices occur immediately following 
these melodic sequences, as a method of relaxing tension and 
lending compactness to the song as a whole. 
The most extended imitative entries occur at the very 
outset of the piece. This is very common with Senfl; in fact, 
the vast bulk of his polyphonic part songs open in a similar 
way, even those in the accompanied style (se~. 1). The in-
terior entries are much freer. S.enfl doesn't hesitate to 
truncate or alter them in the interests of brevity. In the 
alto anticipation of the second line (mss. 10-12), for example, 
the first three notes are diminished while the fifth and s~xth 
are elided. At the same time he delights in involving the 
texture by extending the entries, as in the soprano anticipa-
tion of the same line, where he has added an extra measure 
(ms. 14) to make a little melodic sequence and form parallel 
thirds with the cantus. 
-\;~ 
Another favorite adap~ion of the motet style in the 
interests of compactness is illustrated- in Ex. 2A. Here two 
voices with two separate motive-s enter simultaneously, almost 
in a subject-countersubject relationship. This technique be-
comes quite common in the later part songs. 
The motet style, then, as used in S'enfl's part songs, 
is not directly taken over from longer forms. Instead it is 
adapted, abbreviated, and made as compact as possible to meet 
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the requirements of the part song. 
The majority of the polyphonic part songs lie some-
where between the two extremes of the motet style and the ac-
companied style. One of the leveling factors which tended to 
draw the extreme cases toward the center was the specialized 
·' function that certain of the voice parts had assumed in the 
development of the part song. It was observed in Chapter I 
that the alto had retained some of its old contratenor, "fil-
ler" character. Hence it takes but little part in the poly-
phonic development of the motet style. In fact, in some 
pieces otherwise in this style, the alto has almost no cantus 
material. In Ex. 2, for instance, the alto is the only voice 
to have a greater percentage of material than imitative mat-
erial. This tendency somewhat dissolves the motet style, pul-
ling it toward the accompanied style. 
Conversely, the soprano often establishes a very close 
relation with the tenor, as we have also noted in Chapter I. 
In Ex. 2 the soprano has very little material that is not drawn 
from the cantus; it uses more imitation and anticipation than 
any other voice. In Ex. 1 it is the one voice with any the-
matic relationship to the tenor. This tendency pulls pieces 
otherwise strictly in the accompanied style back toward the 
center. 
In the pieces midway between the two poles, another 
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contrapuntal procedure arises, which reconciles the conflic-
ting compactness of the part song with the natural desire 
of the composer for polyphonic elaboration~ Here the attempt 
is not to exploit cantus material in the accompanying voices, 
but rather to parody the cantus, whole or in part, in one of 
the other voices. Thus if the cantus is in the tenor, the 
soprano may parody the melody; the basJmay parody either a 
tenor or soprano melody, and occasionally even the alto does 
so. The remaining voices are in the accompanied style, though 
the first five or six measures are often in the motet style. 
For these voices remains another of Senfl's favorite devices, 
in which a brief motive is taken, often from the cantus, and 
exploited relentlessly. 
Ex. 3, "Ohn' Scherz mein Herz," is a good illustration 
of this parody technique. The piece starts in a normal motet 
style, but then turns to the accompanied style with a soprano 
parody of the tenor cantus firmus. The soprano entries stand 
out readily to the ear, since they occur each time in a range 
2 
unused by the other voices. 
The motivic development referred to above is demonstra-
ted in Ex. 4. It is interesting to note that this piece was 
originally for four voices. The three added parts, marked 
2 Other noteworthy features of this part song include 
the frequent pairing of one voice with another, as bass and 
alto in ms. 16 and later ms. 20. The harmony from ms. 22 to 
the end has a peculiarly "modern" ring, though the dissonances 
in mss. 24 and 26 are archaistic. 
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with asterisks in the example, make the exploitation of the 
ascending scale-motive even more intensive. fhe alto in this 
brief excerpt is parodying the tenor cantus. 
'l'he practice of parodying the cantus merges impercep-
tibly with Senfl's frequent use of canonic cantus firmi. This 
predilection must have been inherited from Isaac, btab. ~ .. s~\lfh l~ 
often shows a surer hand at working it into the contrapuntal 
texture. Ex. 5 gives the opening bars of each man's setting 
of "Zwischen Berg und tiefem Tal." Senfl' s version probably 
was modelled directly on that of Isaac3 since both men use the 
characteristic canon in the bass and tenor, Isaac's at the 
octave and Senfl's at the fifth. S:enfl's accompanying voices 
are much more closely related to the cantus throughout. In 
addition he plays with the order of the lines in a refreshiing 
way: at the third line of the piece the tenor sings it first, 
followed by the bass. The tenor goes on to the fourth line, 
but the bass reiterates the t hird. The tenor returns to the 
third line; then the bass, followed by the tenor, at last 
proceeds to the fourth line, and the song continues normally, 
but now with the bass as ~ and the tenor as comes. 
This very free treatment of canonic writing is char-
acteristic of the 16th century, making it not always possible 
to draw a sharp distinction between the one-voice parody of 
3 See Ostz, 222f. Several other part songs show this 
relationship in which the pupil tries to outstrip the teacher. 
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the cantus, as described above in connection with Ex. 3, and 
a canonic cantus. 4 The rhythmic and/or melodic interval of 
these ttcanonic" voices may change from phrase to phrase, or 
sometimes even within phrases. It is not uncommon for the 
dux and comes to reverse their positions, though not usually 
with such a playful exchange as in nzwischen Berg und tiefem 
TaL;" Ex. 6 gives an excerpt from two voices in this typically 
free canonic relationship. Strict canon · is quite rare, but 
does exist, as in Ex. 7. 5 
Related to this use of canonic ~ ~ntus is Senfl's re-
latively frequent combination of two or three different cantus 
firmi in the same part song. Mahu and von Bruck have each 
utilized this device, but it remains a genuine rarity in com-
posers other than Senfl, who, however, uses it in perhaps five 
percent or more of his total part song output. It is very rare 
among the quodlibets · of the period, which normally foliow the 
plan of the Glogau quodlibets described in Chapter I.6 
Certain melodies, mostly of a folk-song nature, were 
used over and over by Senfl in various combinations and jux-
tapositions: "Ach Elstein, liebes Elselein," "Es taget vor 
dem Walde," 11 Ich armer Mann, tiiiFortuna desperata 'II and "Ich 
4 I have chosen to regard as (free) canonic cantus only 
voices in which no non-cantus material is interpolated. 
5 Note in measures 6 and 8 of this example the unusual 
dissonance treatment, where the seventh is treated just like 
the so-called "consonant fourth." This 11 consonant seventhtt 
dissonance is found frequently in Senfl's works. 
6 See the auodlibet from Schmeltzl's collection of 
1544, printed in ScherG, 110. 
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stund an ein~m Morgen11 are a few of the most frequent ones. 
Ex. 8 gives the two cantus voices of Senfl's "Ach Elslein/ 
Es tagetu; the last part of the example includes the other two 
voices, which are characteristically in the accompanied style. 
This is not always the case however, for in 11Ach Gott, wem soll 
ich klagen/Ich armer :Mann/Mein Herz ist alles Traurens voll" 
(the combination of three melodies is not at all rare) the 
two accompanying voices i mitate the second cantus rather ex-
tensively, and make passing references to all three.7 All 
three melodies are in bar form, but the repeats are written 
out, while the accompanying parts and the relations between 
the cantus firmi are changed. It is timed so that the Abge-
sang starts in all voices at approximately the same time. 
Occasionally a melody in bar form is combined with one 
that is through-composed. "Wiewohl viel herter orden sind" 
is in bar form and "Es taget'' is not; when the two are com-
bined, nEs taget" simply breaks off its own course to repeat 
with the other melody. 8 In "Es taget/lvi , dein bin ichu the 
second Stollen of the latter is written out and fitted against 
a different portion of the former melody.9 In this composi- : 
I 
tion not only are two preexistent melodies combined, but "Es 
taget" is in a rhythmically free canon at the fourth, making I 
7 SenW 2, 79. 
8 SenW 5, 83. 
9 SenW 2, 72. Another version of the same conbination 
is SenW 2, 70. 
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the piece even more a contrapuntal tour de force. 
These quodlibet combinations of Senfl's are very sel-
dom humorous in intent. 10 In fact, the various subjects of :-
the superimposed lieder are usually quite unrelated. Rather 
is was a challenge to his contrapuntal technique - a certain 
pleasure in solving his self-imposed problems - that prompted 
the composer to set these pieces. 
Directly opposed to the polyphonic songs are Senfl's 
h omophonic settings. A sizeable number survi,ve, although they 
are distinctly in the minority. They mostly date from 1534 
and later, and consist almost without exception of humorous 
folk song types. Although this could be accounted for by a 
shift in taste on the part of the Munich court, the editors 
of the various collections, or even the general populace, 1l 
it more probably represents the composer's own interests. It 
must be remembered that from roughly 1534 to 1539 Senfl was 
preoccupied with the Odenstil, first in his own settings, and 
later in his completion of Hofhaimer's collection. That at 
10 A notable exception is "Ach Gott/Ich armer Mann/ 
Mein Herzu (SenW 2, 79) in which the first text represents a 
young girl speaking bitterly about the unfaithfulness of young 
men and their general lack of interest in marriage, while the 
second text is a man's lament over the shrewishness of his 
wife. The third text has not survived. 
11 Several of these later collections are specifically 
indicated as for the 11 liebhabenden der Musik11 according to 
SenW 5, v, where it is claimed that this refers to young 
people, especially university students. 
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the same time an abundance of homophonic folksongs, clearly 
revealing the syllabic declamation and new harmonic f eeling 
of the Odenstil, should appear, can scarcely be a coincidence. 
These folksongs occupy ~slightly analogous position in Ger-
many's "'ising nationalism to that of the metrical odes in 
German humanism. 
Ex. 9 first appeared in 1524, and is a good example of 
the type of homophonic writing Senfl did before he came into 
contact with the Odenstil. Although harmonically conceived, 
each voice nevertheless has a melodic line of its own. The 
text is not simultantous in all parts. Although the cantus 
in the soprano is a mildly progressive feature, the under-
third cadence at the end is definitely an archaism, occurring 
only two or three times in Senflrs entire part song literature. 
Ex. lO,"Es hett ein Biedermann ein Weib", was written 
in the time of the metrical odes. The immense differences 
between this piece and its cou.-rterpart of ten years earlier 
(Ex. 9) clearly shows the impact that the Odenstil had on Sen-
fl's homophonic style. In contrast with the flowing lines of 
Ex. 9, syllabic writing is used almost to the complete exclu-
sion of florid passages. The harmonic arrangement is very 
clear: in terms of tonality (for the melody is really tonal, 
not modal) the first phrase lies in the tonic, and cadences 
in the dominant; the second is in the dominant, cadencing in 
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the tonic again; and the third is a twofold phrase entirely in 
the tonic, confirming the tonality as F major. The quantita-
tive metrical system of the Odenstil does not, of course, apply 
to the German language very well. Instead Senfl has, perhaps 
naively, translated the thesis and arsis of the iambic struc-
ture into the long and short of the metrical odes. Very likely 
this is a deliberate imitation of the Odenstil, since the in-
... 
version of the long-short rhythm (~ d ), very common in folk-
song, is nowhere present. Further relation to the Horatian 
odes exists in the fact that the text in both media is more 
imp:ortant than the music •12 
The style of Ex. 10, however, proved to be too strict 
and rigid for Senfl's homophonic music. Few composers really 
give up the place of prime importance to the text, even if they 
think they do, and Senfl was no exception. Ex. 11, from about 
the same period, still shows the influence of the Odenstil, 
but the dominance of the music has returned, rhythmic and 
harmonic interest being greatly increased. Of course, the 
repetitive text of this drinking song could not have sustained 
much interest by itself, the way that the narrative text of 
Ex. 10 could. Nevertheless, the style of Ex. 11 is repre-
sentative of Senfl's homophonic-syllabic part songs, inclu-
ding the narrative pieces, from this time on. 
12 Our example gives only the first strophe of what 
is a rather long narration• 
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The last section of Ex. 11 ·snows his use of an echo 
principle in paired voices. This technique he used often for 
the beginnings of folks ong settings, as in Ex. 12. It even 
led to .such novel constructions as the beginning of "Es wollt' 
ein Maidlein Wasser hol'n" (Ex. 13). Rarely, t he echo effect 
13 formed the basis for entire compositions. 
The homophonic and polyphonic often mix together in 
the same piece. Frequently the middle section of a homo-
phonic part song is set in the accompanied style, or even the 
motet style, for variety; sometimes this treatment is reserved 
for a final, melismatically ornamented cadence. Conversely 
it is very common in all part songs of the period for the first 
phra se of the piece (as in Ex. 14), to be set homophonically. 
Another evidence of the transference of style features from 
homophony to polyphony is the establishment of the minim as 
well as the semibreve as a unit of declamation in polyphonic 
pieces. This practice even invaded the conservative motet 
14 
style. 
Omitting the text in a part song was a conservative 
feature after the new emphasis on vocal style that arrived 
in 1536. Dut as has been observed in Chapter I, the lack of 
a text for any voice is no final indication that it was in-
tended primarily for instrumental performance, since it was 
13 Eg., "Sich, Baurnknecht," SenW 5, 41. 
14 See SenW 4, 34. Ex. 15 also shows some minim-
declamation. 
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often the duty of the Kapellmeister or individual singer to 
textualize the accompanying parts. As for compositions for 
which not even the cantus text is given, there are several 
explanations. In at least a few cases (such as the extra 
strophes of "Hans Beuttler der musst reiten aus 11 ) the text 
was simply too well known to necessitate writing it dovm. 
Others might well be instrumental arrangements of vocal music> 
as Moser suggests. 15 Hence a piece like Ex. 3, which gives 
a text only for the tenor part, might be successfully per-
formed as instrumentally accompanied song, as a purely instru-
mental composition, or as a vocal piece, for a text could 
16 
easily be underlaid in all the parts. 
Although the only suggestion of an instrumental idiom 
in Ex. 3 is the final cadential flourish of the soprano, there 
are certain part songs in which the writing is definitely non-
vocal. Instrumental idioms abound, and there is no doubt that 
pieces in this category are most effective when played, not 
sung. Ex. 15 is one of the pieces cited by Moser as having 
a certain "instrumental meaning" which must be respected. 1 7 
Undoubtedly he has a point in this case. The rapid scale pas-
sages, the triplets in the alto, the persistent sequences, and 
15 Mosi, 124. 
16 Indeed, the editors of the collected edition have 
done just that, for this piece (SenW 2, 27) and for many others. 
17 Mosi, 125f. The possibility that the "instrumental 
meaning" of these lieder might have been the result of a free 
transcription seems not to have occurred to Moser. 
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especially the unusual hocket (Vllm~ . 30) would be quite un-
satisfactory in a vocal rendition. A comparison with any of 
the preceding examples will show how wide the disparity be-
tween instrumental and vocal style can be. On the other hand 
it is impossible in many cases to make any final distinction 
between vocal and instrumental styles, due to the tendency of 
Senfl's part songs to converge and remain away from stylistic 
extremes. The tenor in this example can, of course, be either 
sung or played. 
I n many compositionsSenfl shows an interest in cycles 
of pieces: sequences of variation-like settings of the same 
cantus. The motet cycles "Laudate Dominum" and the "Saluta-
tiones Domini nostri" have received much attention, but no 
one seems to have commented on the cycles of part songs. To 
be sure, some of these appear slightly weak beside the magni-
ficent "Laudate Dominum," but they constitute important 
attempts to give breadth of form to this genre of brief pieces. 
One of the earliest cycles is a group of four part 
songs believed to be love poems between Meximilian I and 
a certain "Katrina von H", thus identified in an acrostic. 
The same cantus is used for each song, but the texts vary. 
They are explicitly designated as belonging together by the 
indications, "Das erst, Das ander, Das dritt, Das viert." 
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The first is entitled "K[atrina~], dein bin:: :f:ch.u It is in 
five voices with the cantus in the tenor. The second, "Ich 
sag' und klag'," is in four voices also with tenor cantus. 
The third, still utilizing the same cantus, names it this 
time, "M, dein bin ich" (perhaps Katrina's hoped-for answer to 
Maximilian?), and combines it with ''Es taget11 in the bass. 
The last lied is the same, except that 11 Es taget" appears in 
a free canon in soprano and alto. The accompanying voices are 
of course changed for each setting. Nothing particularly ex-
citing musically happens in this cycle, but it clearly shows 
Senfl's interest in exhausting all the possibilities of a 
given cantus. 18 
The five part cycle on "Ich stund an einem Morgen" may 
not have been intended as a unified whole, since its indivi-
dual parts appear separately in several manuscripts prior to 
their first publication. Since all five part songs appear 
together only in Ott's Liederbuch of 1534, Ott himself may 
have assembled them. Nevertheless they represent another tour 
19 de force. The first is a simple setting in the accompanied 
style, with tenor cantus. In the second the cantus is in 
close, though not strict, canon at the fifth in bass and tenor. 
Rhythmic and melodic ostinatos are used, first in the bass 
before the canon enters, and later in the upper parts (see 
18 The cycle is printed in SenW 2, 65-78. The cantus 
is the same as that of "Kein Adler in der Welt so schon" 
(SenW 5, 89). 
19 SenW 4, 5-12. 
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with the cantus presented four times: in the tenor, soprano, 
alto, and bass, in that order. It is as though the composer 
were presenting the first four strophes of the piece, but 
strangely enough in the source (Ott, 1534) the first strophe 
is underlaid :for each of the successive cantus firmus state-
ments. The alto and bass version of the melody is transposed 
a fifth higher to put it in a suitable range, so at the end 
the tenor ·returns with the last few measures of the theme in 
a little coda that modulates back to the proper key. 
A similar cycle is the delightful nMit Lust tritt ich 
an diesen Tanz. 1121 It first appeared in 1541, and shows folk-
song influence, for both in subject matter and in musical 
style this is a dance song. Three different strophes are 
written out in full in the continuous six voice texture. The 
cantus of the first strophe is given to the soprano. The 
sonority is thick and heavy, with few rests. The second 
strophe is lightened by rests and quicker notes; the cantus 
moves down an• octave to the tenor, while the alto has an 
abbreviated version in free canon. The melody moves down a-
nother fUll octave to the deep bass in the third strophe, 
which again has a lighter quality than the :first. Ex. 18 
gives for comparison the first phrase of each of the first 
two strophes. Ex. 19 shows the interesting deliberate break-
S:enW 2, 98. 
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ing of words to enhance the dance-like effect. 
This piece brings up the subject of text painting. 
In general Senfl does not get his inspiration out of indivi-
dual text words. It suffices for him to set a good sonority, 
capturing the mood of the text. Thus the above cycle achieves 
a dance-like atmosphere not because the text menti 8ns dancing, 
but because the piece is a dance song, involving the character-
istic rhythms of the dance. 
A less stylized type of song, then, would raise prob-
lems in the attempt to express the text through musical means. 
Few people in looking at the music of Ex. 20 would guess that 
it expresses "unspeakable grief,n and yet when the text is 
added, the music seems to express the sentiment very well in-
deed. On the other hand, if the text of these few measures 
were "alleluia", the music would be almost as appropriate. 
This illustrates S.enfl's method: a well-constructed musical 
setting, in keeping with the melodic structure of the cantus, 
is sufficient expression of the text, if the performance is 
sensitive to the general mood. Such a setting will tend to 
take on whatever emotional overtones are present in the text. 
Text painting is approached in the splendid Stollen of 
"Laub, Gras und Blueh" (Ex. 21) where melismatic chains of 
rapid notes help evoke the general character of this spring 
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song. Nevertheless, such tremendous rhythmic drive is built 
up in this near-fugal passage, that a martial text could be 
just as effective in an entirely different way. 
Absolute, unconditional text painting occurs only once 
I in Senfl s entire output of part songs. This is in the semi-
famous "Das gleut zu Speier," where the six voices imitate the 
pealing of bells. It is one of the first in a long series of 
pealing bells and chirping birds, that leads directly down to 
the popular 20th century contribution, "The Carol of the Bells." 
It is a long, continual crescendo, adding voices and increasing 
motion all the way up to the final cadence. Although it is 
almost entirely built on an ~lternation of tonic and dominant 
harmony, Senfl husbands his material so carefully and constructs 
. . 
his effects with such ~ sure hand, that interest is sustained 
throughout. Ex. 22 gives a few measures from the beginning to 
show the method and the constant onomatmpoeia of the text and 
music. This first part consi sts of regular phrases that are 
transcribed as four bars each, while the kaleidoscopic color 
effects of the shifting voice parts provide enough interest. 
Shortly thereafter Senfl begins inserting phrases of irregu-
lar l~th, a tension-creating device, as is the gradual in-
crease of the rate of motion (i.e. an increase in the amount 
of small note-values), followed by a slight slowing down, and 
then still another increase. Testimony as it is for Senfl's 
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highly imaginative sense of color, it demonstrates even more 
a remarkable sense of almost theatrical timing: the ability to 
add another voice, to slow down, to speed up, or to start a 
new effect, all at precisely the right moment. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SID~FL'S SACRED PART SONGS 
On an individual stylistic basis, the sacred part songs 
are almost indistinguishable from their secular counterparts. 
In the aggregate, however, they exhibit certain tendencies 
which separate them from the songs considered in Chapter III, 
while at the same time they remain within the orbit of the 
German part song tradition and Senfl's own characteristic 
trea tment of the genre. 
Evidently Senfl considered the sacred songs more ser-
ious than the secular pieces. Just as he tended toward a 
homophonic style for the gayer folksongs, so the religious 
part songs employ a more consistently polyphonic idiom. This 
sort of distinction between sacred and secular is common fea-
ture of the period, and can be taken as a sign of respect. 
In Senfl's works the distinction is especially clear, since 
no other part song composer had such a wide range of style 
on which to draw, from the most strictly homophonic settings 
like Ex. 10 (in Chapter III) to the extremely involved and 
masterful counterpoint of Ex. 1, below, The motet style is 
much more frequent in the sacred than in the secular songs. 
In fact, almost all of Senfl's religious part songs at least 
begin with a series of imitative entries. 
Another manifestation of the seriousness with which 
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he regarded the sacred part song is his interest in l arger 
forms. These songs tend to be individually longer than their 
secular counterparts, and i~several cases Senfl uses special 
techniques for achieving more extended compositions. 
One such part song is "Maria zart, von edler Art," an 
excerpt of which is given in Ex. 1. The cantus is a long one 
to begin with, and by inserting lengthy imitative sections 
between phrases of the melody, Senfl extends the piece to 
well over twice the normal length of a part song. The Stollen 
alone is as long as some entire compostions. This is one of 
the most elaborate of the compostions in motet style. Mi r-
aculously the composition holds together despite its great 
length , partly because of the more intensive counterpoint, and 
partly because of its superior cantus, the individual lines 
of which are closely related. It is a particularly lovely 
Meisterlied from the 15th century, which Senfl treats with 
utmost tenderness. Its position in the bass is, of course, 
slightly irregular. The cadence of the Stollen is an intri-
guing one, not uncommon in Senfl's sacred music. 
The intensity of the counterpoint of "Maria zart" 
shows up even in the pieces in the accompanied style. Here 
it is accomplished through the continual exploitation of t wo 
or three brief motives, usually, but not necessarily, taken 
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from the cantus firmus. 11 Gottes Gewalt, Kraft und auch Macht" 
is a particularly good example of this; several motives are used 
over and over in this way. Ex.2 shows the most predominant 
of these in its typical guises. It is used in all the accom-
panying voices before it ever appears in the tenor, not as the 
~ of an imitative section, but inserted capriciously into 
any part of the musical fabric. The bass even states it 
prominently in the very first measures and again at the final 
cadence. 
This same mature part song from the 1530's shows Senfl's 
experimentation with intermediate ca_dences. At this time his 
cadences tend to become full stops in several voices at onoe, 
with only one voice carrying through to link the two sections. 
In "Gottes Gewalt" the linking voice is simply the tenor sus-
taining the last note of each phrase. The accompanying voices 
rest on the third beat of the measure and then, as if propelled 
by their own inertia, they enter on the fourth beat for a 
measure of quarter-note motion before subsiding with the tenor 
to the normal half-note declamation (see Ex. 3). This occurs 
six times until the listener is prepared for this rhythmic 
eccentricity after each cadence. The seventh time is climac-
tic, for S.enfl suddenly varies the procedure (Ex. 3d). The 
tenor does not sustain, the soprano starts the quarter-note 
sequence a measure early, and the tenor itself joins the 
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response of bass and alto. Pedantic as it may sound in expla-
nation , nevertheless it gives the listener a delightful rhyth-
mic surprise. 
Such rhythmic surprises are frequent in all of Senfl's 
later part songs, but they are most clearly exploited in the 
sacred songs, with their greater emphasis on polyphony, and 
hence, fluidity, and subtlety. Ex. 4 gives an excerpt from 
the .Abgesang of "Ewiger Gott", a piece in which the rate of 
movement of the parts is exploited with the utmost skill, 
giving the effect of retards and accelerandos simply by vary-
ing the unit of motion. For instance, in ms. 18 and 19 the 
movement suddenly slows to what is basically a fialf-note mo-
tion. In me~.25 a gradual II II • accelerando begins wh~ch lasts 
until the cadence in me~ . 29, where the music begins to hesi-
tate, and almost stops several times. Gradually the rate in-
creases again, moving toward the cadence in m~. 38 where, due 
to the ingenious alto syncopation, the momentum is not lost, 
but continues right on into the succeeding passage. Without 
ever varying the tempo of the music, Senfl has stunningly 
exploited the rate of movement. The result is almost invisible 
1 to the eye, but becomes perfectly clear in performance. 
1 It can be seen from our example that the alto voice 
is extremely impnrtant in this play of rhythms (eg. ms. 30). 
Senfl has turned the customary contratenor character of the 
alto to good account. Other noteworthy features of the ex-
ample are the various methods of linking the intermediate ca-
dences with what follows; also the motivic development (marked 
in the example), the frequent pairing of voices for short 
lengths of time, and the use of the "consonant seventh" in ms 37. 
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The frequency of the motet style involves also a fre-
quent use of the pairing of vocal entries in the "subject-
countersubject11 manner described in Chapter III. Ex. 5 shows 
this clearly. 2 The pairing of the beginning is retained to 
a certain extent in the.rest of the piece. For instance, the 
I 
bell-like motive of Ex. 5 (mfa5.l0 ff.) is exploited in paired 
voices when it returns later in the piece (Ex. 6). Illustra-
tions from a later composition (Ex. 7 and 8) show the contin-
ued i mp.ortance of pairing in S:enfl 1 s sacred part songs. It 
must be emphasized that this "intra-polyphonic" pairing has 
virtually no · ~relationship to the alternative-homophonic pair-
ing of, sa~ Ex. 12 in Chapter III. In many cases the charm 
of the former is due to the subtle shifting from one grouping 
to another. In Ex. 5, for instance, the two upper voices are 
paired off against the two lower. By mS4~ . 7 the bass is paired 
with the soprano, after which the original arrangement is re-
stored. Then in ms.•s.lO the alto is pitted against the group-
ing of the other three voices. Similarly in Ex. 7, the pair-
ings are first soprano-tenor and alto-bass. Three measures 
later the tenor and bass are paired. 
If the technique of parodying the cantus in one other 
voice is not so frequent in the sacred part songs, it is only 
2 The sources for this compostion give only the inci-
pit with no fUrther text, thus perhaps indicating instrumental 
performance, although .the writing is quite "vocal'' in nature. 
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because the use of canonic cantus, which is so much more com-
mon than in the secular songs, takes its place. Almost a third 
of these religious compositions use the cantus in canon, either 
strict or free. One of the most impressive of these pieces 
is Senfl 1 s setting of the old Easter melody, ".Also heilig ist 
der Tag, 11 where the cantus is presented in three voices at the 
fifth and octave. The rich, skillful counterpoint is not at 
all cramped, but rather invigorated, by this threefold cantus. 
Not too frequently are all three cantus voices sounding at 
once, though two of them are often used in close canon. Ex. 
9 gives a few bars from the beginning of the piece, illustra-
ting the method. Notice that the disposition of harmony notes 
is such that each entry of the cantus will be clearly heard and 
emphasized by pitch level and duration. 
If canonic cantus is more frequent in the sacred songs 
than the secular, the opposite is true of multiple-cantus con-
structions. As noted in Chapter III, the purpose of using 
more than one cantus in a composition seldom involved the 
subject matter, whether for humor of for the commentary of 
one text upon another. Instead the device is to be considered 
generally as a basis for musical construction - a self-imposed 
problem to be solved. Nevertheless, when the subject matter 
was religious it became a very real factor in the question of 
what cantus firmi could be combined. Although Senfl was not 
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loathe to add two unrelated cantus together, or to mix folk-
songs with court or "burger" songs (Gesellschaftslieder),3 
he rigorously abstained from mixing sacred and secular texts. 
The one exception to this is the favorite "Fortuna desperata," 
which is combined at one time with "Ich stund an einem Morgen" 
and at another with "Herr, durch dein Bluet. 114 This is of 
course a special case, since ttFortuna" was a neutral melody 
that had lost all connotations of its subject matter. It 
was used in Germany for all conceivable purposes, much as was 
ttL'Homme arm~" in the west.5 Its use in conjunction with lied 
melodies is purely for purposes of musical, not poetic, con-
struction. 
Only three cases of multiple-cantus sacred part songs 
survive, to the author's knowledge. One is the above-men-
tioned "Fortuna/Herr, durch dein Bluet," in which the former 
melody is in F major while the latter is phrygian. Their 
satisfactory superimposition is brought about by only bring-
ing in "Fortuna" after several bars of the other melody have 
already been sung. Similarly, "Fortunatt ends earlier, allowing 
the remaining voices to cadence on E, putting the piece as a 
3 For instance "Es taget vor dem Walde/M, dein bin 
ich" (SenW 2, 72). 
4 SenW 4, 12 and SenW 4, 132 respectively. 
5 One of Senfl's settings, "Fortuna ad voces musicales," 
is a practice piece for music students in the use of ligatures, 
to be sung to solmization syllables. The soprano part (pre-
sumably sung by the pupils) is replete with complicated lig-
atures, mostly in a scalewise arrangement of the hexachord tones, 
but with varying rhythms. The use of the "Fortuna" cantus 
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whole in phrygian. 6 The second case is "Maria zart, von edler 
Art/Maria, du bist Ge~aden voll, 11 in 'tlhich the poetic justi-
fication of combining two prayer s to the Virgin is obvious. 
The three accompanying voices of the five voice texture are 
all in the accompanied style, and have a slightly instrumen-
tal flavor. The two melodies are very skillfully juxtaposed: 
they are in continuous simultaneous motio~, with very few 
rests in either voice (see, for instance, Ex. 10). 
The third and most striking of these multiple-cantus 
part songs is Senfl's six voice setting of "Christ ist erstan-
den.11 Here he combines the old Gregorian melody with two 
others: "Christ der ist erstanden, II and "Jesus ist ein susser 
Nam' .. " Multi textuali ty is avoided, since the first two texts 
are almost identical, and one of these is given to "Jesus ist 
" ein susser Nam•, 11 with "Alleluia" interpolated after each line. 
The only real textual disagreements are in the closing leisen 
formulae: the first cantus has 11Kyrieleis;" the second, "Al-
leluia;" and the third uses the paraphrase "Gelobet sei Gott, 
unser Herr. u7 
is merely to render the academic training more interesting. 
The piece is printed in SenW 4, 201 see also SenW 4, VII. 
6 cr. the combination of 11 .J:.l'Ortuna" With 11 Ich stund 
an einem Morgen," another phrygian meldoy, as described in 
Chapter III, p. <z4 , supra. 
7 TeuC is a study of the development of both text and 
melody of "Christ ist erstanden," and gives a brief analysis 
of Senfl's setting (p. 45). Geering, in his notes to the com-
position (SenW 5, 96) records that Heinrich Finck had previous-
ly combined two of these lieder, and speculates that his set-
ting might have been S:enfl's model. 
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The counterpoint in this setting is not a t all intense . 
Only very seldom are all t hree cantus firmi used simultaneous-
ly. The accompanying voices imitate snatches of each cantus 
onl y briefly. The relatively high tessitura of the parts, es-
pecially the cantus voices, together with the interpolated 
11Alleluia's 11 of the third cantus and accompanying voices, the 
continuously increasing rat e of movement, and the long melis-
mas toward the end all contribute to an extremely jubilant, 
though relaxed, effect. Ex. 11 gives an excerpt from the 
opening of the composition. 
One is tempted to assign a symbolic meaning to this 
unusual multiple-cantus .(Elg., voice after voice joining in 
proclamation of the Resurrection), but it is more likely that 
the elaborate setting is intended simply to balance the splen-
dor of the subject. 8 Here, as elsewhere, Senfl was satisfied 
if the music was capable of rendering the general mood of the 
text. The only other sacred part song with any claim to text 
painting is the intensely dramatic "Da Jakob nu das Kleid an-
sah, 11 ascribed by Rhaw to S.enfl. 9 Geering, however, has con-
vincingly demonstrated that this piece is probably by Senfl's 
countryman, Cosmas Alder (d. 1550),10 and his circumstantial 
8 Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that in both of the 
t wo Easter hymns, "Christ ist erstanden" and uAlso heilig ist 
dieser Tag," a threefold cantus is used (3 =Trinity'?). 
9 Printed in HAM, 114, and DDT 34, 180. 
10 GeerV, 173 ff. Wolf (DDT 34, VII) had previously 
pointed out that t his was an unusual style for Senfl. 
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evidence is well - supported on stylistic grounds. 
The homophonic style occurs only once in the stcred 
part songs, and here in a very strange usage. This i s in 
"Herr, durch dein Bluet," gi ven complete in Ex. 12. The 
cantus firmus is placed in the soprano in binary meter as is 
normal for t his melody. The other three voices, however, are 
written in ternary meter, resulting in a c onstant t wo agai nst 
three. Although the piece lacks any great musical value, it 
shows Senfl as the experimentalist he is. The combination of 
t wo different meters is an archaistic feature, looki ng back 
to the 15th century and beyond, but its application to the 
homophonic, syllabic Odenstil is a daring experiment, not 
found elsewhere iri the German part song of the time. 
It has been suggested to the present writer that in 
actual performance t he soprano rhythm might have been altered 
to coincide with that of the lower voices. And indeed it 
might, for it could easily have baffled contemporary s 5.ngers. 
Two internal features show, however, that Senfl's own con-
ception of it was a juxtaposition of rhytr~s. Firstly, in 
each measure the second ahord. of the lower voices is invar-
iably c onsonant with both soprano notes of the same measure, 
and only in a strict two against three would the chord coin-
cide with both. Surely this is no mere coincidence. Secondly, 
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if either of the two possible ternary alterations of the so-
prano ( o d or J o) were used, consecutive fifths with the bass 
would occur more than once (see mss. 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, etc.). 
Neither would any pattern of alternation between long-short 
and short-long in the soprano erase the difficulty. The final 
fact that this piece first appeared in 1534, the time of Sen-
f1's preoccupation with the metrical odes, conftrms the posi-
tion of this piece as an audacious, though solitary, experi-
ment combining very old and very new devices. 
The only cycle of sacred part songs that exists is at 
the same time the most significant of all of Senfl's cycles. 
This is "Da Jesus an dem Kreuze hieng," a succession of nine 
individually composed strophes of the same song.ll The text 
is a version of the seven last words from the cross, similar 
to that used by Schutz, and is the earliest setting of the 
subject known to me, although Latin polyphonic passions em-
bodying the seven last words were beginning to appear at this 
time. Thus "Da Jesustt may have the double distinction of 
being the earliest polyphonic setting of the seven last words, 
11 Through the courtesy of the Boston University 
Collegium Musicum, I am able to include the entire composi-
tion 'in the AppenG.ix, ·- pp ~ \~(j .;. tt( ,, infra. · .. · '·· · 
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and the first setting of the passion theme in the vernacular.l2 
It is distinct from the secular cycles d•i:scussed in 
Chapter III by reason of its length, and the individual setting 
of successive strophes. vVhereas the music of uMit Lust tritt 
ich an diesen Tanz" is a continuous setting of three separate 
strophes, each strophe of "Da Jesus" is an independent unit, 
making a new beginning each time, and ending with a full close. 
It appeared around 1526, some fifteen years before "Mit Lust," 
and if the latter's _.through-composed technique is more im-
portant in Senfl's personal development than the former's di-
vision into nine separate movements, nevertheless 11 Da Jesus" 
is of far greater significance in terms of its historical 
progeny. 
The first strophe is introductory, urging mankind to 
meditate on the seven words. Strophes two through eight are 
each devoted to one of the words, while the ninth strophe is 
a moralistic conclusion, promising divine mercy and protection 
for all who honor God's word. The same cantus is used for each 
strophe, but is treated in a different way each time. The 
tremendous versatility shovm here is partially the result of 
a desire to exhaust every possibility that the cantus presents, 
and partially what seems to be an approach to true poetic and 
12 It antedates Johann Walther's German Passion by 
a few years. Senfl's cycle itself is, of course, not a 
passion, for it is not Scriptural. 
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dramatic expression. Certainly this cycle is the most drama-
tic utterance of any of Senfl's music, barring only the (pro-
bably spurious) "Da Jakob nu das Kleid ansah." 
The first strophe is in the accompanied style, with 
the cantus in : tenor. It captures a quiet mood quite appro-
priate for the prelude to such a work. The second strophe 
turns to the motet style with the cantus in free canon at the 
octave between tenor and soprano. The first line is slightly 
altered in the tenor, the last line in the soprano. The rest 
of the melody is rendered exactly in both voices. This syme-
trical treatment of the first and last phrases is found again 
and again throughout the cycle. On the significant line, 
"Vater, vergieb ihn'n,sie wissen nit ••• 11 , the bass joins the 
other two voices by singing the cantus a fifth below the ten-
or. Then the other parts continue while the bass sings repea-
ted ejaculations punctuated by rests: "nit~ nit! nit! sie 
wissen nit! 11 
The third strophe is designated in the source "Alter-
natim in Tenore et Discanto diuisa." The tenor and soprano 
cleverly alternate phrases of the melody, each one overlapped 
so that one begins before the .other ends. There is consid-
erable pairing of voices, which lends interesting color effects. 
The last two lines, in paired soprano-alto and tenor-bass voi-
ces, present the cantus in both tenor and soprano: the tenor 
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in its usual version while the soprano hints at a ternary 
meter superimposed over the basic duple time. 
The tenor has the cantus in the fourth strophe for all 
but the third line - the centerpiece. This line, "Woman, be-
hold thy Son, " is given to the bass accompanie!i only by the 
soprano and alto. Then the tenor makes a striking reappear-
ance with "Johannes, nimb deiner Mueter wahr ••• '' The line is 
further emphasized by the other voices echoing, after a dra-
matic rest, the tenor words, and then further developing the 
brief motive oli "Johannes, nimb.u The soprano in this stro-
phe parodies several of the cantus lines, while the alto has 
a peculiar figure alternating in fourths and fifths. 
In the next strophe the tenor and bass take the mel-
ody at the fifth. The first line is in strict canon, but the 
rest of the lines are so spread out that they scarcely over-
lap at all. This results in essentially three-part writing 
except for the first five measures and, significantly, the 
very last five, where the bass has free material while the 
tenor is finishing the melody. This is the third time in 
the cycle that symetrical or quasi-chiastic construction is 
suggested. 
The sixth strophe is marked "Ad equales voces in vni-
sono." It is written for an alto, two tenors, and a bass -
a male chorus according to 16th century practice. The seventh 
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strophe returns to the normal four voices with the cantus in 
the tenor. It is largely in the familiar style, but with 
occasional pairing of the bass and tenor while the soprano 
and alto have ornamental figura tions. The eighth part gives 
the cantus to the alto and tenor at alternately the fourth 
and fifth, with the~ and comes continually changing places. 
In the second phrase (in familiar style) they are even simul-
taneous, thus giving a succession of consecutive fourths in 
the midst of the harmony. 
In the last strophe Senfl changes to a five voice tex-
ture* The cantus is again in the alto and tenor at the fourth 
and the fifth. A brief independent motive, stated in the very 
first measure and developed throughout, is repeated over and 
over in the second tenor and soprano, but never finds its way 
into the bass, which assumes more of a supporting role. Here 
again, there is considerable pairing of voices. 
Senfl's achievement here is noteworthy. Using the part 
song genre, a basic characteristic of which is compactness, 
he has created a lengthy composition which is neither mono-
a to~s on the one hand, nor disunified on the other. Compact-
ness in such a large form has been achieved through the 
greatest economy of material. There is hardly a measure in 
the entire cycle in which a portion of the cantus is not found. 
No extraneous material that interferes With the direct state-
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ment of the cantus is allowed. In a lesser composer such ri-
gorous contrapuntal logic would soon lead to monotony, but 
S.enfl's astounding versatility and ingenuity completely over-
come this danger, even to the extent that the rigid under-
lying structure is forgotten in the vast flexibility of 
approach. In this master's hands the characteristi cally brief 
part song is fused on another level into a large form, with-
out ever losing the essentials of the genre. 
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